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Simple & Easy Registration, Deployment and Execution of application programs on Grid environment.
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Grid Infrastructure (NAREGE Core Middleware)
Scenario for Multi-sites MPI Job Execution
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Grid PSE Concept

- Provide a framework to distribute user applications on grid
  - Users can register, deploy and retrieve applications by using Grid PSE.
  - Application developers distribute their applications to research communities without a hard task.
  - Application users do not want to care about grid for using application.

- Focus on a legacy application
  - Deploy application binaries for specific targets
  - Compile from source program, if needed
Usage I (Registration, Compilation and Deployment)
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Registration, Compilation and Deployment

- **Registration**
  1. Upload files (e.g., source code/executables, compile script, post-process script, initial input files, etc.) to the PSE application pool
  2. Upload information (e.g., description, system requirements, etc.) associated with the uploading application to the application pool

- **Compilation (if needed)**
  1. Select an application and a server for compilation
  2. PSE transfers necessary files (e.g., source code) from the application pool to the compile server
  3. PSE compiles and verifies them on the server
  4. PSE transfers files (e.g., executable) from the server to the application pool

- **Deployment**
  1. Select an application and servers that meet the system requirements for application deployment
  2. PSE transfers the executable in the application pool to the selected servers
  3. (Optional) Execute a post-process defined by user to configure and/or verify deployment on each servers
  4. PSE registers information on the deployed servers to the information service
Usage II (Retrieval and Execution)
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Retrieval and Execution

Application Retrieval
1. Retrieve application using GUI
2. Import the information of selected application (system requirements - JSDL, etc.) from application pool to workflow icon of Workflow Tool (WFT)

Execution
1. Compose a workflow job from the registered workflow icon
2. WFT submits a job to Super-Scheduler
3. Super-Scheduler dispatches resource referring the resource information provided by Information Service
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Grid PSE (Summary)

- Grid PSE provides a framework to distribute user applications on the grid.
- Grid PSE enables users
  - to register their own applications,
  - to compile and deploy the applications in the grid,
  - to retrieve the application information,
  - and to export it to WFT as a program icon for execution.
- “Application Pool” of Grid PSE is based upon ACS specification discussed in GGF ACS-WG.